“Let everything you do, be done in love”
1 Corinthians 16:14

Year Five
Spring 2
ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE
By the end of this half term, the children will know...
 About the sacrifice that Christ made for us
 How to write an effective character narrative and a newspaper report
 How to read and write decimals, find percentages, and name, draw and
measure angles
 How to edit a video
 About the natural resources available in the UK
 About what and how the UK trades with other countries
 How to cook pizza
 How to sculpt in the style of Anthony Gormley

Launch
The children will take part
in a practical ‘Fair Trade’
simulation to help them
understand trade and
commerce in the world.

Explore
The children will learn about
the key exports from the UK
and the main imported good
from other countries.
They will be able to locate
some of our trade partners
using maps and be able to
use 8-point compasses and
6-figure grid references.

Energise

Celebrate

Reflect

Visit the National Coal
Mining Museum in
Wakefield to explore a
source of natural resources
in this country.

The children will celebrate
by eating pizzas and
identifying the sources of the
ingredients.

The children will reflect on
the fragility of trade and
supply chains and the
importance of trade deals
between different countries.

Foundation Subjects

Core Subjects
Religion
Sacrifice –
BIG QUESTION – Why did Christ have to die on the cross?
EXPLORE – Giving or refusing to give; appreciating the cost of giving
REVEAL – Lent a time of giving in preparation for the celebration of the sacrifice of Jesus
SCRIPTURE – Mathew 26: 14-16, 20-25, Mark 15: 1-15, John 13: 34-35

CARITAS
THEME: Rights and Responsibilities
FOCUS: We face challenges together

History/Geography
What resources does the UK have and what does it trade?
Understand supply chains and trade links between countries. Know some of the main
imports and exports from our country.
Use OS maps and atlases to build their knowledge of the UK and the wider world.

Art and Design and Design Technology

English

Holy Days

Explore the work of Anthony Gormley including Another Place and The Angel of the
North.Create a sculpture based on their own body as he does.

GENRE: Character Narrative
TEXT – The Promise - Nicola Davies
GPS – Common, concreate and abstract nouns, modal verbs, adverbials of time, place and manner, prefixes (dis, de, mis, over, re)
and writing in the third person.

Art – Sculpture

SHROVE TUESDAY – 1st March
Mardi Gras celebration

GENRE: Newspaper report
ASH WEDNESDAY – 2nd March
TEXT – The Promise – Nicola Davies

DT – Cooking and Nutrition - Investigate and evaluate bread products according to their
characteristics, how bread products are an important part of a balanced diet, which different
ingredients are needed to make bread and how ingredients can be altered and mixed to
create different effects. Plan, design and make pizza.

GPS – Difference between informal and formal speech and using hyphens to avoid ambiguity.

Maths

Lent/Easter

Decimals/ Percentages/ Geometry

Lent








Can read and write decimal.
Can compare, order and subtract decimals.
Add and subtract decimal.
Comparing quantities, finding percentages.
Can name different angles.
Can draw and measure angles using a protractor.

Growth
We make promises to make a
difference.

Week 2: Lenten Symbols Week.

Science

Week 4: Sharing Week.

Continuing with forces and their effects from last half term

Week 5: Sorry Week.

Forces

Week 6: Best Week.
Children will learn that objects fall to the Earth due to the force of gravity.
They will learn about the effects of friction including water and air resistance.
They will also learn about gears and pulleys.

PSHE

Basketball

Healthy Me


Week 1: Friends week.

Week 3: Helping Week.

·
·
·

Physical Education

Easter



Computing
Video Editing








To recognise video as moving pictures, which
can include audio
To identify digital devices that can record video
To capture video using a digital device
To recognise the features of an effective video
To identify that video can be improved through
reshooting and editing
To consider the impact of the choices made
when making and sharing a video



To understand why eating a
healthy balanced diet is
important.
To understand why been
physically active is important.
To understand why making
healthy choices is important.

